LIV 2
™

The Elegant Mid-Sized Vibrator with Iconic Form

LIV™ 2 is the new and improved version of LELO’s iconic mid-sized vibrator,
delivering the most intensely satisfying sensations with a smooth and
sensual touch. This upgraded LELO bestseller includes 100% more powerful
vibrations, fully-waterproof versatility and even softer body-safe silicone.
The 8 near-silent vibration patterns and simple controls ensure the most
reliable partner in pleasure, while its striking silhouette comes beautifully
tailored to the curves of the female body.
8 Stimulation Modes

ORDERING REFERENCE NUMBER (EAN)
7350022 277922
7350022 277908
7350022 277915
7350022 277939

(BLUE)
(CERISE)
(LIME GREEN)
(PLUM)

AVAILABLE COLORS
new

TECHNICAL DATA:
FDA-Approved Materials:
Finish:
Size:
Weight:
Battery:
Charging:
User Time:
Standby:
Frequency:
Max Noise Level:
Contents:

Phthalate-Free Silicone and ABS Plastic
Matte Silicone / Glossy ABS Plastic
174 x 35 x 29 mm
86g
Li-lon 500mAh 3.7V
2 h at 5.0V 500mA
4 hours
90 days
100Hz
<50dB
LIV™ 2, charger, satin storage pouch,
1-year warranty.

PRODUCT IMAGES

FEATURES

BENEFITS

A Classic LELO Bestseller
with New Upgrades

LIV™ 2’s smooth and body-contoured form
has reached iconic status in the intimate
lifestyle market, and is a perfect vibe for
new and experienced users alike

Completely Body-Safe

LIV™ 2 consists of FDA-approved body safe
silicone and ABS plastic; both are latex
and phthalate free, offering users
complete peace of mind

Fully Rechargeable
and Easy-to-Use

LIV™ 2 is completely rechargeable, offering
up to 4 hours of use from a 2-hour charge;
meanwhile, its simple 4-button interface is
perfectly placed for comfortable use with
an LED that displays battery life

UPGRADE

BENEFIT

Improved Vibration Strength

LIV™ 2 boasts 100% increased vibration
strength across a total of 8 massage
patterns, while maintaining the same
whisper-quiet discretion of the original to
promise even more intensely pleasurable
experiences with complete discretion

An Even Softer Touch &
a New Look

LIV™ 2 is coated with LELO’s softest-ever
silicone for an even more fantastic finish,
while maintaining the body-safety that
LELO products are renowned for; and
now, customers can choose LIV™ 2 in the
eye-catching new color option Plum

Fully-Waterproof Versatility

LIV™ 2 is completely waterproof for easy
and effective cleaning as well as
underwater enjoyment to a depth
of up to 1 meter

LELO Quality Standards

FDA-approved body-safe silicone
CE & RoHS Certified
Fully-lockable
Award-winning packaging
Full 1-year warranty

Product images available in ALL colors. Visit our Retailer section at www.lelo.com for more details

SHIPPING & CASE PACK DETAILS
Packing box size: 326 x 110 x 57mm / 12.83 x 4.33 x 2.24in.
(same dimensions as INA 2, IRIS, Isla and Soraya)

Case Dimensions (White Box): 575 x 350 x 120mm / 22.68 x 1.37 x 4.72in.
No. of products in case: 10
Shipping box: 605 x 375 x 415mm / 23.82 x 14.96 x 16.34in.
No. of products in shipping box: 30
Total units per final shipping box: 30 (10 per Case)

www.lelo.com

